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Does using a visual-representation tool foster students’ ability to identify
forces and construct free-body diagrams?
Antti Savinainen, Asko Mäkynen, Pasi Nieminen, and Jouni Viiri
Department of Teacher Education, University of Jyväskylä, Jyväskylä FIN-40014, Finland
(Received 15 October 2012; published 24 January 2013)
Earlier research has shown that after physics instruction, many students have difficulties with the force
concept, and with constructing free-body diagrams (FBDs). It has been suggested that treating forces as
interactions could help students to identify forces as well as to construct the correct FBDs. While there is
evidence that identifying interactions helps students in quantitative problem solving, there is no previous
research investigating the effect of a visual-representation tool—an interaction diagram (ID)—on students’
ability to identify forces, and to construct the correct FBDs. We present an empirical study conducted in 11
Finnish high schools on students (n ¼ 335, aged 16) taking their first, mandatory, introductory physics
course. The study design involved groups of students having heavy, light, or no use of IDs. The heavy and
light ID groups answered eight pairs of ID and FBD questions in various physical contexts and the no ID
group answered two of the eight FBD questions. The results indicate that the heavy ID group outperformed
both the light and the no ID groups in identifying forces and constructing the correct FBDs. The analysis of
these data indicates that the use of IDs is especially beneficial in identifying forces when constructing FBDs.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevSTPER.9.010104

PACS numbers: 01.40.Fk, 01.40.Di, 01.40.ek

I. INTRODUCTION
A. Background and purpose of the research
The force concept is at the heart of Newton’s laws of
motion and is a central concept in the theory of classical
mechanics that is taught from lower secondary school to
university level. One important pictorial representation
used in the teaching of forces is a free-body diagram
(FBD), which depicts force vectors acting on a target
object (some authors use the term force diagram). A
FBD conveys much information. First, it keeps track of
all forces and their relative magnitudes. Second, it allows
for the deduction to be made as to whether the object has
acceleration or not, as the sum of forces (i.e., net force) is
directly related to acceleration via Newton’s second law of
motion. In addition, the direction of acceleration can be
deduced, as Newton’s second law is a vector equation.
Third, motion can be determined if information on velocity
and acceleration is supplied [1]. There are many papers in
the literature on FBDs and on how to use them in teaching
[2–13]. While useful, these papers do not evaluate student
learning. In addition, there are studies reporting that students often have difficulties with constructing the correct
FBDs [14–17]. Students’ difficulties with FBDs are not
surprising, as there is a substantial body of research showing that many students have difficulties with the force
concept after instruction [18–22]. Furthermore, the vector
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concept underpinning the successful use of FBDs is challenging for introductory physics students [23–25].
Many researchers have suggested that teaching forces as
interactions would be helpful in teaching the force concept
[1,26–30]. One way to achieve this is by utilizing a visualrepresentation tool for visualizing interactions between
objects. There are various ways of visualizing the objects
and interactions between them: for instance, system
schema [31–33], symbolic representations of interactions
[29,34], system-interaction diagrams [35], and interaction
diagrams (IDs) [36], which are used in our study. While
there are differences between the aforementioned visualizations, we consider them as variants of the same representational tool, since each helps to identify and represent
interactions between objects, thus helping students to
perceive forces as the property of an interaction instead
of a property of an object. There is good evidence that
using a visual-representation tool such as the ID fosters
students’ conceptual understanding of Newton’s third law
[33,34,37–39]. Moreover, it is plausible that if a student
identifies interactions correctly in a given situation when
using the ID, the ID might also facilitate in the identification of forces acting on a target object, and, in this way,
help students to construct an FBD.
There is some previous research showing that students’
quantitative problem solving in the context of forces is
enhanced when they are guided to identify forces by first
identifying interactions [40,41]. In Heller and Reif’s [40]
study, students worked under external control (not a teaching situation). Students used a description protocol focusing on interactions when constructing FBDs, which were,
in turn, used as an aid in forming equations. However, the
assessment only considered the equations, and not the
quality of the FBDs. The effect of the quality of FBDs
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FIG. 1. The ID and the corresponding FBD when a box is pulled with a string along a table at constant velocity.

on problem solving has also been studied [41,42]: These
studies showed that students who drew FBDs correctly
were significantly more successful in quantitative problem
solving than students who drew incorrect diagrams or who
showed no evidence of using FBDs. On the other hand, the
use of FBDs does not always support problem solving:
Heckler [43] found that students who were prompted to use
FBDs were less likely to obtain a correct solution than
students who were not prompted to solve the problem in
any particular way.
The studies by Rosengrant et al. [41] and Ayesh et al.
[42] did not study the effect of a visual tool—such as the
ID—on the quality of FBDs. We are not aware of any
published evidence on the role of IDs in helping students,
especially high school students, to identify forces and
construct FBDs, although there is anecdotal evidence that
system schemas are helpful in these respects [32]. Thus,
our research questions are as follows (note that correct
identification of forces is a necessary but not a sufficient
condition for a correct FBD):
(1) Does using IDs help students to identify forces
correctly?
(2) Does using IDs help students to construct the correct
FBDs?
First, we discuss the ID used in this study and its
relations with FBD. Second, we briefly discuss the teaching of the different groups participating in this study. Third,
we analyze empirical data gathered from 11 Finnish high
school teachers.
B. The interaction diagram and its relation
to the free-body diagram
The ID shows both the target object and the objects
interacting with it. However, it is important to note that
the ID does not show the state of motion; it is indifferent
with respect to constant velocity and acceleration situations because it does not contain any information on the
magnitudes of forces. In contrast, the FBD shows only

forces acting on the target object, and it is possible to
deduce the state of motion by checking whether the sum
of force vectors adds up to the zero vector or not. Figure 1
shows examples of an ID and corresponding FBD when a
block is pulled with a string along a table at constant
velocity.
The ID shows the interactions in terms of pushing and
pulling. These interactions are written down to make the
interactions explicit and to help students to see the connection between the ID and Newton’s third law, which was
expressed in this study in the following form (translated by
author A. S.): ‘‘Force and opposite force are created from
an interaction between two objects. The force and opposite
force are equal in magnitudes but opposite in directions,
and they act on different objects’’ [36]. Moreover, there is
only one contact between the block and the table, but it is
helpful to separate this contact interaction into two components, as is done in Fig. 1. This separation facilitates a
complete correspondence with an FBD: The number of
interaction lines or arrows corresponds with the number of
forces in the FBD. This is a very important feature of the
ID, as it allows a readily available way of checking that for
each force there is a corresponding interaction. Hence, it is
reasonable to assume that the likelihood of including extra
forces in an FBD (such as an ‘‘impetus’’ force along the
direction of motion) is diminished. In the same way, the ID
has the potential of safeguarding missing force(s) in the
FBD, provided that all relevant interactions are identified.
II. METHODS
A. Participants
The participants of this study consisted of three main
groups of students (total n ¼ 335, aged 16): heavy use of
IDs (n ¼ 75), light use of IDs (n ¼ 57), and no use of IDs
(n ¼ 203). All groups participated in the first and only
mandatory Finnish high school physics course, Physics 1,
which involves only a minimum amount of algebra, and
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TABLE I. Groups and students participating in the study (n ¼
335).
Group

Number of students

Heavy ID
Heavy ID 1
Heavy ID 2
Heavy ID 3
Light ID
Light ID 1
Light ID 2
No ID 1– 6

75
25
27
23
57
36
21
203

includes a general introduction to physics, elementary
kinematics, the force concept, Newton’s laws, the energy
concept, waves and radiation, the basics of matter, fundamental interactions, and cosmology (teaching time is approximately 30 lessons of 45 min each, or 18 lessons of
75 min each, depending on the school timetable). There
were three teachers from three different high schools
teaching the heavy ID groups and two teachers from two
different high schools teaching the light ID groups. The
data concerning ID groups were gathered in fall 2006 and
fall 2007. In addition, there were six teachers from five
different schools teaching no ID groups; these data were
gathered in fall 2012. All 11 teachers participating in this
study were experienced teachers having at least nine years
of teaching experience at the time of the study. All groups
are presented in Table I.
We combined the heavy ID groups into a single heavy
ID group, light ID groups into a single light ID group, and
no ID groups into a single no ID group, as the main focus in
this paper is in possible differences between different
approaches regarding the ID, not in investigating the
degree of success of individual teachers. Schools or students were not randomly selected for the study. However,
we managed to incorporate different sized schools from
cities and from the countryside. This provides some diversity in terms of settings in which the study was
implemented.
B. Teaching the force concept
1. Heavy use of IDs
Heavy ID teachers were provided with intervention
material for five lessons (1 lesson ¼ 45 min ) addressing
the force concept and Newton’s third, first, and second
laws, in that order. We note that introducing Newton’s third
law before Newton’s other laws is not typical in many
introductory physics textbooks. The intervention material
contained teaching and practice exercises introducing the
ID, Newton’s laws, and FBDs for the lessons and homework. The teachers received no special training whatsoever; instead, they were provided with the intervention
material and a brief written description on how to implement their teaching. Some small group work requiring
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students to interact with each other was incorporated in
the intervention description. The heavy ID teachers used
the textbook Physica 1, which utilizes an ID approach, and
thus supported the intervention material, providing additional practice on IDs and FBDs [36]. We have discussed in
greater detail in our earlier research how the ID was used
for introducing the force concept and teaching Newton’s
third law [38,39]. We present here the key activities in
order to provide the reader with an idea of how the ID and
FBDs were taught:
 Students work in pairs constructing IDs and identifying contact and distance interactions in three different
situations.
 The force vector and FBD are introduced in terms of
interaction force pairs, and the relationships and differences with the ID and the FBD are determined.
 Newton’s third law is introduced: Interaction is symmetric regardless of the state of motion.
 Students draw FBDs for the ID exercises that they
constructed previously.
 Newton’s first (N1 law) and second laws (N2 law)
were introduced using a ðt; Þ graph representing the
velocity of a football (handout derived from [44]).
Students used the graph as a basis for constructing
IDs and FBDs in the different stages of motion. The
laws were defined after an experiment on a cart in a
linear air track.
 N1 and N2 laws were used to reexamine the earlier
FBDs, which were constructed as a homework
exercise.
 Students engaged with quantitative exercises on N1
and N2 laws using FBDs as a starting point.
Based on video recordings, the lecturing time related to
FBDs varied between 20 and 26 min. In addition, some
time—approximately 15 min—was used for student practice on FBDs during the lessons.
2. Light use of IDs
The light ID teachers also used Physica 1, which follows
approximately the same order as the intervention material
in introducing forces as interactions and the ID approach:
 The notions of interaction and the ID are introduced
with examples and exercises.
 Newton’s third law is introduced in terms of interaction force pairs.
 Different types of forces are discussed, with examples
and exercises on forces and Newton’s third law.
 The FBD is introduced and explicitly compared
with IDs.
 Newton’s first and second laws are introduced with
the help of FBDs.
As already explained, both heavy and light ID groups
used the same textbook, Physica 1, but only the heavy ID
group followed the intervention material on how to integrate the ID into teaching. Furthermore, the intervention
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material in the heavy ID group contained many exercises
addressing the ID. In contrast, teachers in the light ID
group reported that they presented only one example of
an ID and then their students constructed the ID during two
or three exercises. Moreover, the light ID group teachers
estimated that they had taken 20 min to lecture on FBDs,
and, that about 15 min was used for student practice on
constructing FBDs. The total time spent on teaching the
force concept (testing time not included) was about four
lessons, whereas in the heavy ID group it was five lessons.
3. No use of IDs
The textbook followed by the no ID group introduces
forces as interactions and Newton’s third law before
Newton’s other laws [45]. This textbook explains the role
of interaction carefully and the explanation is accompanied
by pictures showing force vectors acting on objects participating in interaction. The idea of the FBD is introduced in
this phase, although no explicit instructions on how to
construct FBDs are provided. There are several exercises
addressing interactions and Newton’s third law force pairs
using vectors. N1 and N2 laws are introduced using several
FBDs. The main difference between the textbooks used in
the heavy and light ID groups and the no ID group is that
the latter does not use IDs at all.
All teachers, except for one in the no ID group, reported
that they introduced forces in terms of interactions. The
reported times for teaching FBDs varied considerably:
from 15 to 40 min, the average being 26 min, including
student practice time during the lessons. This suggests that
the no ID group spent less time, on average, with the FBDs
than the heavy ID groups. However, the times are relatively
short in all groups. This is probably due to the nature of the
course: Physics 1 is an introductory course with a very
wide range of topics.
C. Data collection
Eight test questions on the ID and FBDs (Table II) were
administered to the heavy and light ID groups. The questions addressed various physical situations and states of
motion, as there is evidence that student understanding is
TABLE II.
groups.

context dependent [46–48]. The questions were posed using
pictorial representation together with the verbal description
of the situation. The heavy and light ID students were
required to construct both the ID and the FBD in each
situation. The no ID group answered two FBD questions
at the end of Physics 1: ‘‘a book on the table’’ and ‘‘a girl in
an elevator going down’’ (see Table II; three examples are
provided in Fig. 2, see the Appendix). The no ID group did
not answer any ID questions, since the students were not
familiar with the notion of an ID. In addition, all groups
answered several questions on Newton’s third law; these
data are discussed elsewhere [38,39].
Heavy ID teachers’ teaching activities were video
recorded in the intervention lessons (with one exception:
recording failed in one lesson in one school due to a
technical problem). The video material was analyzed by
using the ATLAS.TI and EXCEL softwares. Some important
episodes were transcribed since we were interested in what
kind of classroom discourse the teachers used: the findings
have been published elsewhere [49].
The heavy ID groups took the Force Concept Inventory
(FCI) as a pretest [50,51]. The FCI does not address FBDs,
but it includes seven questions (items 3, 5, 11, 13, 18, 29,
30) explicitly requiring the identification of forces. These
questions are of special interest, as our first research
question addressed students’ ability to identify forces.
However, we did not administer the pre-FCI test to the
light or no ID groups to keep the testing time for these
groups as low as possible. This could potentially threaten
our study design: Perhaps the heavy ID group was significantly different to the light or no ID groups in their initial
ability to identify forces, as they had encountered some
instruction on forces prior to entering the first high school
course. We, however, disregard this, because there is an
abundant body of research showing that students do not
typically understand the force concept without the
interactive-engagement type of teaching [52].
Sixteen heavy ID group students from three different
schools also continued studying forces using IDs in the
second-year course on mechanics. The second-year course
included much more problem solving than Physics 1, and
included the usual topics of kinematics, forces, Newton’s

Post-test tasks on the interaction diagram and FBDs for the heavy and light ID

Moment in teaching

Context

State of motion

After teaching the ID
and FBD

Parachuter going down
Cork floating in water

Uniform motion
At rest

After completing teaching of the force concept

Book on a table
Box lowered down by a rope
A girl in an elevator going down

At rest
Uniform motion
Downward acceleration

As a part of the final
exam

Ice hockey puck hit
Ice hockey puck sliding
Ice hockey puck on ice

Acceleration
Deceleration
At rest
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TABLE III. The classification of the quality of students’ interaction diagrams.
Excellent

Good

Poor

All interacting objects identified.

All interacting objects identified.

Interaction line or two-headed arrow
presented.
Type of interaction (contact or distance) identified.
or
A written explanation of interactions
is presented.

Interaction line or two-headed arrow
presented.
Type of interaction is not presented.

At least one interaction is missing or
an extra interaction is included.
or
Forces are identified instead of interactions.
or
Diagram lacks essential features of an
interaction diagram.

and
No written expression of the interactions is presented.

laws, conservation of momentum, and conservation of energy. The level of treatment is quite similar to Giancoli’s
[53] algebra-trigonometry-based textbook. These students
took the post-FCI test, allowing for the determination of the
normalized gain in the force-identification questions. We
are aware that Hestenes and Halloun [54] have argued that
the entire FCI test should be used for the purposes of course
and teaching evaluation. However, we have provided evidence in our earlier study that analyzing the dimensions of
the force concept addressed in the FCI can also provide
useful information on students’ learning [55].

We use the average normalized gain as a measure in
gauging the change in the seven FCI questions on identifying forces for the 16 students who took both the pre- and
post-FCI test. The average normalized learning gain is
defined as the ratio of the actual gain to the maximum
possible gain [52]:
G¼

post-test %–pretest %
100%–pretest %
III. RESULTS

A. Interaction and free-body diagrams
D. Data analysis

1. Quality of interaction and free-body diagrams

1. Quality analysis of interaction and free-body diagrams

The results regarding the quality of students’ IDs and
FBDs are shown in Tables V and VI. We stress here that we
are not concerned with a student as a statistical unit.
Instead, an ID and FBD pair generated from the eight
questions (Table II) is the statistical unit: A total of 553
pairs was constructed by the heavy ID group (n ¼ 75) and
412 pairs by the light ID group (n ¼ 57). We included all
cases when a student answered both the ID and FBD in a
given situation. Not all students answered all eight questions, but most students answered all the questions. The
interrater reliability for the raters in the case of IDs was
found to be Kappa ¼ 0:958 (p < 0:001) and in the case of
FBDs, Kappa ¼ 0:855 (p < 0:001), both indicating excellent agreement.

The IDs and corresponding FBDs were analyzed and
classified into three quality categories: excellent, good, and
poor (Tables III and IV, respectively). The Kappa statistic
was evaluated by the authors A. M. and A. S. to determine
consistency among the raters. Fifteen students were randomly selected: The total number of ID and FBD pairs
analyzed was 117.
2. Force Concept Inventory data
As already pointed out, the pre-FCI data on seven questions identifying forces are used to compare the initial
knowledge state of three schools in the heavy ID group.
TABLE IV.

The classification of the quality of students’ free-body diagrams.

Excellent

Good

Poor

Forces are identified correctly.

Forces are identified correctly.

and
Forces are presented as vectors.

and
Forces are presented as vectors.

and
Forces are properly labeled or named.

and
Forces are not labeled or named.

and
The vector sum of the forces is correct within 2 mm.

or
The vector sum of the forces is not
correct within 2 mm.

At least one force is missing or extra
forces are included.
or
The direction of the force vector is
incorrect.
or
Lines are used instead of vectors or
only a written explanation is used.
or
FBD is otherwise unclear.
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TABLE V. Crosstab for the ID þ FBD pairs in the heavy ID group. The number of pairs is
reported in parenthesis.
Poor FBD

Good FBD

Excellent FBD

ID sums

Poor ID
Good ID
Excellent ID

11.4% (63)
5.1% (28)
10.5% (58)

2.4% (13)
11.6% (64)
16.5% (91)

3.1% (17)
9.9% (55)
29.7% (164)

16.8% (93)
26.6% (147)
56.6% (313)

FBD sums

26.9% (149)

30.4% (168)

42.7% (236)

100% (553)

TABLE VI. Crosstab for the ID þ FBD pairs in the light ID group. The number of pairs is
reported in parenthesis.
Poor FBD

Good FBD

Excellent FBD

ID sums

Poor ID
Good ID
Excellent ID

28.6% (118)
11.2% (46)
9.5% (39)

6.6% (27)
7.3% (30)
9.2% (38)

8.3% (34)
12.4% (51)
7.0% (29)

43.4% (179)
30.8% (127)
25.7% (106)

FBD sums

49.3% (203)

23.1% (95)

27.7% (114)

The 2 test was conducted using the observed frequencies (not the percentages). The p value of  0:05 was
considered as statistically significant. The effect size was
estimated using Cramer’s V where 0:1 ¼ small effect,
0:3 ¼ medium effect, and 0:5 ¼ large effect [56]. The
2 test showed that the quality of IDs was related to the
quality of the FBDs in both groups [2 ð4Þ ¼ 106:72,
p < 0:001; Cramer’s V ¼ 0:31 in Table V and 2 ð4Þ ¼
42:32, p < 0:001; Cramer’s V ¼ 0:23 in Table VI]. The
effect sizes indicate medium and small effects in Tables V
and VI, respectively. The effect sizes suggest that the
association with the quality of IDs and FBDs was stronger
in the heavy ID group than in the light ID group.
The no ID group answered two post-test FBD questions.
The results regarding these two FBDs for all three groups
are presented in Table VII. The 2 test showed that the
quality of FBDs had an association with the group
[2 ð4Þ ¼ 84:76, p < 0:001; Cramer’s V ¼ 0:26]. The pairwise comparisons are given in Sec. III B.
2. Interaction diagrams and identification of forces
Good or excellent ID provides a criterion for the correct
identification of all interacting objects (Table III) and good
or excellent FBD provides a criterion for the correct identification of forces (Table IV). Using the former criterion
shows that the interactions were correctly identified in
83.2% of all IDs (460 IDs with correctly identified
TABLE VII. Crosstab for the two FBD questions in three
groups. The number of FBDs is reported in parenthesis.

Heavy ID group
Light ID group
No ID group

Poor FBD

Good FBD

Excellent FBD

19.3% (26)
51.5% (52)
62.0% (241)

37.8% (51)
15.8% (16)
22.9% (89)

43.0% (58)
32.7% (33)
15.2% (59)

100% (412)

interactions out of all 553 IDs) in the heavy ID group
and in 56.3% of all IDs (233 IDs with correctly identified
interactions out of all 412 IDs) in the light ID group.
Subsequently, using both criteria reveals that correct identification of the interactions resulted in the correct identification of forces in 81.3% of the cases (the intersection
between correctly identified interactions and correctly
identified forces is 374; this leads to 374 out of 460, which
gives 81.3%) in the heavy ID group and in 63.5% of the
cases (now the intersection is 148 out of 233) in the light ID
group. Conversely, 18.7% of the FBDs (86 out 460) in the
heavy ID group and 36.5% in the light ID group (85 out of
233) were poor when the interacting objects were correctly
identified. The figures are almost the same when only
excellent IDs are considered (18.6% and 36.8%, respectively). Furthermore, it was possible to identify forces
correctly without correctly identifying the corresponding
interactions: this took place in only 7.4% of the cases (30
out of 404 good or excellent FBDs) in the heavy ID group.
However, the corresponding figure in the light ID group
was much higher (29.2%; 61 out of 209). These results
support that the association of the quality of IDs is indeed
stronger in the heavy ID group than in the light ID group.
We checked cases when a student included one or more
extra forces, or missed at least one force in his or her FBD
(the poor FBD class also contained other types of mistakes,
as explained earlier). An extra force or a missed force was
included in 21.7% of all FBDs in the heavy ID group and in
44.7% in the light ID group, indicating that most cases in
both groups in the poor FBD category had these mistakes;
overall, 26.9% of the FBDs in the heavy ID group and
49.3% in the light ID group were poor.
The no ID group managed to identify forces correctly in
38.1% of the cases, whereas the corresponding percentage
for the same two questions for the heavy and light ID
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groups were 80.8% and 48.5%, respectively. Furthermore,
extra or missing forces were present in 57.6% of the FBDs
in the no ID group. The differences between the heavy and
no ID groups are especially clear.
3. Interaction diagrams and correct free-body diagrams
In correct FBDs, the forces were correctly identified and
the vector sum corresponded with the state of motion in a
given situation (i.e., an excellent FBD in our classification). The latter criterion means that a correct FBD requires
that Newton’s first or second law was correctly taken into
account. The fraction of correct FBDs from all FBDs in the
heavy and light ID groups was 42.7% and 27.7%, respectively. Furthermore, 92.8% of excellent FBDs (219 out of
236) in the heavy ID group were associated with the correct
identification of interactions (i.e., good or excellent IDs);
in the light ID group the fraction was 70.2% (80 out of
114). An excellent ID was not a sufficient condition for a
correct FBD: Only 52.4% of excellent IDs (164 out of 313)
in the heavy ID group and 27.4% (29 out of 106) in the light
ID group resulted in correct FBDs.
The no ID group only had correct FBDs in 15.2% of the
cases, whereas the corresponding percentage for the same
two questions for the heavy ID group was 43.0%, and for
the light ID group, 32.7%. It appears that the no ID group
had far fewer correct FBDs than the heavy and light ID
groups.
B. Statistical comparisons between
the groups and schools
We compared the performance between the groups
(again, the statistical unit is a test item, not a student’s
score). The comparisons are presented in Table VIII. Note
that the comparisons between heavy and light groups were
based on eight questions, whereas the comparisons with
the no ID group were based on two questions, as explained
earlier. All differences are statistically significant and the
effect sizes indicate small or medium effects. The heavy ID
group had the best performance and the no ID group was
outperformed by both the heavy and light ID groups.
We also compared the three schools within the heavy ID
group and the two schools within the light ID group. There
were no statistically significant differences in the FBDs
between the heavy ID schools [2 ð4Þ ¼ 9:24, p ¼ 0:055;
TABLE VIII. Statistical comparisons between the groups in
terms of quality of IDs and FBDs.
Comparison

2

p value Cramer’s V Effect

Heavy–light (IDs)
Heavy–light (FBDs)
Heavy–no ID (FBDs)
Light–no ID (FBDs)

112.72
51.57
78.86
16.41

<0:001
<0:001
<0:001
<0:001

0.34
0.23
0.39
0.18

Medium
Small
Medium
Small
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Cramer’s V ¼ 0:091]. However, we found a statistically
significant difference in the IDs [2 ð4Þ ¼ 238:43, p <
0:001; Cramer’s V ¼ 0:46] between heavy ID schools.
Pairwise comparisons revealed that heavy ID school 2
differed from the other two schools. One possible explanation for the difference was found by inspecting the video
recordings. The teacher in heavy ID school 2 did not
include written interaction forces or an interaction type in
the IDs (see Fig. 1). It seems that most students followed
the teacher’s examples instead of those from the textbook
(Physica 1), and, consequently, entered the ‘‘good’’ quality
category instead of the ‘‘excellent’’ category with their
IDs. However, the teacher did explain the IDs in terms of
interaction force pairs.
There was no statistically significant difference in the
FBDs between the two light ID schools [2 ð4Þ ¼ 2:63, p ¼
0:27; Cramer’s V ¼ 0:080]. However, there was a statistically significant difference in the IDs (2 ¼ 136:01, p <
0:001; Cramer’s V ¼ 0:57). These data indicate that the
teacher in the other light ID school succeeded better in
teaching the IDs, especially because the effect size was
large. Regrettably, we did not have videos on the light ID
groups to investigate this matter further, as we did in the
case of the heavy ID school. Interestingly, the clear difference in the IDs was not reflected as a different performance
in the FBDs. This suggests that the relationship between
IDs and FBDs is not straightforward.
There were statistically significant differences in the
FBDs between six classes in the no ID group [2 ð10Þ ¼
34:12, p < 0:001; Cramer’s V ¼ 0:21]. The difference was
thought to be due to the teachers using varying amounts of
time (15 to 40 min) when teaching the FBD aspect.
However, the effect size was small.
C. FCI questions on force identification
The pre-FCI test was administered only to the heavy ID
group (n ¼ 74; one student was absent). Their pretest
average in seven force-identification questions was
25.5%, which is just above the level of guessing (20%),
as expected. As we anticipated, there were no statistically
significant differences between the heavy ID schools in the
seven force-identification questions. The 16 students
who completed the post-FCI test in the following year
had a pretest average of 26.8% in the force-identification
questions, which is very close to the average of the whole
group. These results and earlier findings on the FCI [52]
support the fact that there is no reason to suspect that the
light ID group or no ID group would have had significantly
different pre-FCI results in this regard.
The post-FCI average in the force-identification questions for the 16 students was 71.4%, which gives a normalized gain of 0.61, indicating quite a good learning gain
in this conceptual domain. This result concurs with the
results above: Students’ ability to identify forces was
fostered in courses systematically using the ID approach.
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IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Our first research question asked whether using IDs
helps students to identify forces when constructing
FBDs. The answer is positive, since the correct identification of interactions resulted in the correct identification of
forces in both heavy and light ID groups in the majority of
cases (81.3% and 63.5%, respectively). On the other hand,
correct identification of interacting objects in an ID did not
always result in correct force identification, especially in
the light ID group, and there were cases when the forces
were correctly identified in the FBD although the corresponding IDs were poor. This discrepancy is expected to
some extent. While being closely related, constructing IDs
and FBDs entails different skills, for instance, the direction
of a force vector cannot be deduced using only information
embodied by the ID. Some students had included reaction
forces in their FBDs; these were counted as extra forces.
Hence, it appears that these students had difficulties to
differentiate between IDs and FBDs. It is also possible
that some students viewed constructing IDs and FBDs as
separate tasks having little to do with each other. These
difficulties should be taken into account in teaching: Care
should be taken to help students to see how these two
representational tools are related to each other, and how
they differ from each other. To sum up, these results could
be interpreted as follows: The likelihood of the correct
identification of forces in an FBD is relatively high if the
student has identified interactions correctly in an ID.
Furthermore, the FCI data (though data were available
only for 16 students) support that the ID approach also
fostered students’ ability to identify forces in contexts
other than the FBD. In addition, the heavy ID group clearly
outperformed the no ID group in identifying forces in two
questions, providing further support that the use of IDs is
useful in this respect.
Our second research question asked whether the use of
IDs helps students to construct correct FBDs. The results
were less clear on this question. Although the majority of
correct FBDs in both heavy and light ID groups (92.8% and
70.2%, respectively) were associated with correct identification of interacting objects, the converse was not true:
The correct identification of interacting objects resulted in
a correct FBD in about half the cases for the heavy ID
group, and in a quarter of cases in the light ID group. From
the point of view of physics, identifying interacting objects
is a necessary, but not a sufficient condition for constructing correct FBDs: Newton’s first or second law must also
be correctly applied. Interestingly, these conditions are
reflected in our data, as the correct identification of forces
did not guarantee correct FBDs. On the other hand, the
results in the no ID group (only 15.2% of FBDs were
correct in the two questions) suggest that both heavy and
light ID groups had a fostered learning outcome in constructing correct FBDs. Considering all the evidence, we
conclude that the use of IDs is beneficial in constructing
correct FBDs, although the relationship with the quality of
IDs was not straightforward in this regard.

The results indicate that the heavy ID group outperformed the light ID group in both IDs and FBDs, and
that there was a stronger association with the quality of
IDs and correct FBDs in the heavy ID group than in the
light ID group. These results are very likely due to the
systematic use of IDs and explicit linking of the IDs and
FBDs in the heavy ID group. The light ID group was
exposed to the IDs only a few times during the teaching
phase. However, it is possible, and even likely that constructing the eight test IDs provided an additional learning
experience to the light ID group, although the students did
not get feedback as to how they had fared in the tests.
There were some differences between the schools within
heavy and light ID groups regarding the results of the IDs.
These differences were not, however, accompanied with
statistically significant differences in the FBDs. This further supports that the relationship between the performance
in the IDs and FBDs is not straightforward.
It is plausible to expect that more time spent on any
topic—e.g., in teaching how to construct FBDs—would
yield better learning outcomes. On the other hand, in the
light of earlier research reviewed in the Introduction, it is
not likely that just more time devoted to, say, passive
lecturing, would significantly change learning outcomes.
We note that the time difference was already built into the
study design: We aimed to find out what would happen
when the ID received heavy (i.e., more time and more
examples) and light emphasis (i.e., less time and less
examples). One can argue that the extra time investment
in the IDs is quite moderate (at most 1 lesson or 45 min),
especially when our data suggest that this extra time
devoted to IDs is well warranted. This is further supported
by the findings related to the enhanced learning outcomes
of Newton’s third law when the IDs are systematically used
[38,39]. Moreover, the notion of interaction underpins the
force concept and Newton’s laws forming the basis of any
scientifically correct treatment in this domain, which further justifies the use of extra time. The upshot is that it is
the teacher’s choice as to how much time she or he wants to
devote to this topic. We believe that now there is evidence
allowing the teacher to make an informed decision.
As already pointed out, there were no statistically significant differences in learning outcomes regarding the
FBDs between the heavy ID teachers, which suggest that
all three teachers were able to reap the benefits of using the
ID approach. This result concurs with Hoellwarth and
Moelter’s [57] conclusion: Their study of an introductory
physics course at university level showed that the structure
of a course was important in promoting student learning,
and not the characteristics of instructors who implemented
the course. We also note that the heavy ID teachers did not
receive any special training: they were just provided with
the lesson plans and exercises to be used with the students.
This shows that disseminating the ID approach can be quite
easy. However, all ID teachers were familiar with the
textbook utilizing the IDs and had used it several times
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previously. This provided them with the background to
implement the designed teaching sequence—it might
take more time for teachers who have never used the ID
before, first, to see the worth of the ID approach, and
second, to implement the approach effectively in their
teaching. Furthermore, we are confident that the ID
approach is accessible to physics instructors also in countries other than Finland, although this study was conducted
in the context of the Finnish high school.
Earlier research has provided evidence that the ability to
construct correct FBDs is related to successful quantitative
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problem solving in the domain of forces [41,42]. Our
research complements the aforementioned findings by providing evidence that using IDs is especially beneficial in
identifying forces when constructing FBDs.
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APPENDIX
In this Appendix we provide three examples on the ID and FBD exercises.
1 (a) There is a book on a table. Draw an
interaction diagram for the book.

1 (b) Draw a free-body diagram for the
book.

2 (a) A heavy box is lowered at constant
velocity using a steel cable. Draw an
interaction diagram for the box.

2 (b) Draw a free-body diagram for the
box.

motion

3. Anna uses an elevator to go from the fourth floor to the ground floor. She stands at the
centre of the elevator and does not touch anything but the floor. The elevator starts to
accelerate down. (Derived from [46])
(a) Draw an interaction diagram for Anna.

(b) Draw a free-body diagram for Anna.

motion

FIG. 2. Three examples on ID and FBD exercises.
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